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The study of the liquid-vapor interface and of the cavitation phenomenon in water can give deeper insight in
its metastable phase diagram. We show how two different equations of state proposed for water, combined with
the van der Waals–Cahn-Hilliard theory of a nonuniform system, lead to qualitatively different predictions. In
particular, the thickness of the liquid-vapor interface is found either to increase with temperature or to exhibit
a minimum. Comparison with available data favors the monotonic behavior and suggests directions for future
measurements.
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The phase diagram of water is still a matter of debate. The
measurements of several thermodynamic anomalies in super-
cooled water during the 1970s have triggered theoretical at-
tempts to give a unified picture of water in its stable and
metastable regions. Speedyf1g proposed that the supercooled
region smetastable with respect to the solid formationd and
the region where the liquid is stretchedsmetastable with re-
spect to vapor formationd were bounded by a continuous line
of instability. The existence of a line of instability is common
to all liquids under tension, and is known as a spinodal line
sSLd; its generic behavior is that its pressurePssTd increases
with temperature. In water,PssTd could be nonmonotonic;
this peculiarity is made possible by the existence of a line of
density maximasLDM d. Speedyf1g showed that if the meta-
stable part of the LDM intersectsPssTd, the latter changes
slope; PssTd, negative at room temperature, could then re-
trace to positive pressure in the supercooled region. This idea
is attractive to explain water anomalies, because many prop-
erties are singular near a SL. It was later understoodf2g that
a liquid-gas SL was unlikely to exist at positive pressure in
the supercooled region, because it would imply the existence
of a secondslow temperatured liquid-vapor critical point. The
SL can, however, end at negative pressure by meeting a
liquid-solid spinodalssee Ref.f2g, and references thereind or
a glass transition linessee Ref.f3g, and references thereind.

An alternative interpretation of the anomalies of super-
cooled water does not involve the SL, but rather postulates
the existence of a metastable first-order transition line be-
tween a low density and a high density liquid at temperatures
below freezingf4g. The critical point terminating this line
can also explain the observed anomalies. For a thorough and
up-to-date review of supercooled and glassy water, describ-
ing these two interpretations and others, we refer the reader
to Ref. f2g.

The first scenario, with a minimum inPssTd, is supported
by extrapolations at negative pressures of the equation of
statesEOSd of water at positive pressuref1g. A careful cavi-
tation experimentf5g using isochoric cooling of water inclu-
sions in quartz was interpreted as an evidence for this behav-
ior. On the other hand, the second scenario, with a second
sliquid-liquidd critical point, has been found in all molecular
dynamics simulationssMDSd to datessee Ref.f2g, and ref-
erences thereind. They predict retracing of the LDM at nega-

tive pressure: the LDM thus avoids the SL, andPssTd keeps
a positive slope. Other experiments, on decompression in-
duced melting in metastable ices, and demonstrating
polyamorphism in waterscited in Ref.f2gd were interpreted
as supporting the second critical point scenario. Direct ex-
periments on deeply supercooled water would be decisive,
but they are precluded by homogeneous crystallization.

In this paper, we concentrate on the temperature variation
of PssTd. A clear understanding of this issue would put more
stringent constraints on the models proposed for water. We
choose two EOSs with qualitatively differentPssTd. Our aim
is to distinguish between them by comparing their predic-
tions for measurable quantities. Experiments are of course
difficult to perform close to the limit of stability of the liquid.
However, densities out of the stability region are reached in
the inhomogeneous situation of liquid-vapor equilibrium. We
first derive the predictions of each EOS for the profile of the
liquid-vapor interface, and show how experiments favor a
monotonicPssTd. Then, we turn back to the uniform meta-
stable liquid and study the cavitation phenomenon, which is
a more direct probe of the spinodal location. We show it is
necessary to go beyond the standard theory of nucleation,
and we discuss the predictions of each EOS.

Let us first describe the EOSs we use; they were chosen
as representative of each scenario mentioned above to ex-
plain the anomalies of water. The corresponding SLs are
shown in Fig. 1.sid The Speedy EOS. Speedyf1g has shown
that experimental isothermsf6g were accurately represented
by the three-parameters formula

1 −
P

PssTd
= BsTdS r

rssTd
− 1D2

. s1d

The correspondingPssTd exhibits a minimum.sii d The five-
site transferable interaction potentialsTIP5Pd EOS. We used
Eq. s1d to extrapolate the data from Yamadaet al. f7g. They
performed MDS using the TIP5P potential, which is an im-
provement over the previous ones, as it reproduces a number
of features of the phase diagram of water atP.0, including
the location of the LDM at 1 bar. It also predicts a metastable
liquid-liquid critical point. At negative pressures not acces-
sible to experiments, these MDS data lie away from
Speedy’s extrapolation, and lead to a monotonicPssTd.
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Tables I and II of the Appendix give the parameters of
Eq. s1d.

To describe an inhomogeneous density distributionrsr d,
we use the well-known van der Waals–Cahn-HilliardsVdWd
theoryf8g. Given a reference homogeneous liquid at density
rl, the excess grand potential of the distributionrsr d writes

DV =E
R3

dr hf„rsr d,rl… + lf¹rsr dg2j, s2d

wherefsr ,rld= fsrd− fsrld− f8srldsr−rld is the excess grand
potential densitysf is the Helmholtz free energy densityd and
l is an influence parameter, accounting for the energy cost
associated with inhomogeneous configurations. For a flat in-
terface at equilibrium,rsr d varies only along the direction
perpendicular to the interface, and connects the equilibrium
vapor and liquid densitiesrv andrl. The grand-potential per
unit area reduces to a one dimensional integral. Minimizing
DV leads to the equilibrium interface profile and to the sur-
face tensionf8g

s = 2E
rv

rl

drÎlfsr,rld. s3d

The profile can be characterized by its 10–90 % thickness

l10–90=E
0.9rv+0.1rl

0.1rv+0.9rl

drÎ l

fsr,rld
. s4d

The delicate step is the choice of a sound Helmoltz free
energy densityf for all densities. Eq.s1d can be integrated to
find f for rùrs:

fsrd =
r

r0
fsr0d + rE

r0

r Psr8d
r82 dr8, s5d

wherer0ùrs is a reference densityse.g., r0=rld; the con-
stant fsr0d can be chosen arbitrarily and cancels out in the
results. However, forr,rs, we have to rely on an extrapo-
lation of f. Our first attempt was inspired by a procedure
used in the case of liquid heliumf9g. First, we set the equi-
librium pressurePsatand the vapor densityrv to their experi-
mental valuesf10g, and deducerl from Eq. s1d by solving

Psrld=Psat; this value ofrl is close to the experimental one
ssee Table IIId. Then, we use a fourth order polynomial ex-
trapolation off. The five coefficients are chosen so that the
chemical potential and pressure are equal forrv and rl
sphase equilibriumd, and thatf and its first two derivatives
are continuous atrs. Finally, we adjustl to reproduce the
experimental surface tensionf10g with Eq. s3d. The theory
has now no free parameter left, and can be used to predict the
liquid-vapor interfacial profile. It is close to an hyperbolic
tangent function, as would be the case for a mean field criti-
cal limit f8g, because the grand potential densityfsr ,rld we
obtain is nearly symmetric aroundsrv+rld /2.

The results for the 10–90 % thickness are shown in Fig. 2.
The two EOSs predict qualitatively different behaviors:
l10–90sTd obtained with the TIP5P EOS is monotonic,
whereas the one obtained with Speedy EOS exhibits a shal-
low minimum around 320 K. These predictions are com-
pared with experiments: the ellipsometry data from Kinosita
et al. f11g, support the former. The ellipticity measurements
were converted intol10–90using Drude theoryf12g, assuming
a hyperbolic tangent function for the density profile. Also
shown are the x-ray scattering valuesf13g; the effective
thickness measured by x rays has been converted into total
l10–90 with the capillary wave theory used by the different
authors to analyze their x-ray data. Because of the better
accuracy of x rays compared to ellipsometry, it would be
interesting to extend x-ray measurements to a wider tempera-
ture range. We should also mention that other ellipsometry
measurements existf14g, but they are available only at room
temperature and were ignored in the comparison. However,
as they all give values ofl10–90 around 0.4 nm, it would be
worth repeating a temperature study to confirm the measure-
ments by Kinositaet al.

Our first guess for the extrapolation offsrd has an obvi-
ous limitation: it does not tend to the ideal gas limit at low
density. Therefore we designed a new extrapolation, built to
connect the known regions 0ørørv andrùrs. We proceed
as follows. We setPsat to its experimental value, and deduce
rl from Eq. s1d by solving Psrld=Psat. At low density, we
write the pressure as

Psrd =
RT

M
rS1 −

r

2rs8
D , s6d

whereR is the ideal gas constant,M is the molar mass of
water, andrs8 is a free parameter. Another spinodalsfor the
transition from the gas to the liquidd arises, at a densityrs8
and a pressurePs8=RTrs8 / s2Md. For densities betweenrs8 and
rs, we take a third order polynomial forPsrd. In each of the
three regionsrørs8, rs8ørørs, and rùrs, an expression
for fsrd is obtained using Eq.s5d. This gives three constants
of integration, one of which can be given an arbitrary value.
Along with rv , rs8, and the coefficients of the polynomial for
Psrd, eight independent parameters remain. They are fully
determined by the following eight conditions: the chemical
potential and pressure are equal forrv andrl sphase equilib-
riumd, and f and its first two derivatives are continuous atrs8
and rs. We note that the result obtained forrv is in good
agreement with the experimental valuef10g ssee Table IIId.

FIG. 1. Spinodal pressure vs temperature. The thinsresp. thickd
line is deduced from Speedysresp. TIP5Pd EOS.
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Predictions forl10–90 from our two extrapolations offsrd
can be compared to check the sensitivity of our results to the
model. As shown in Fig. 2, for both EOSs, the second ex-
trapolation gives results systematically lower than the first
one. However, the qualitative temperature dependence of
l10–90appears to be a robust feature of our model. Therefore,
our conclusion that the monotonic behavior of the available
experimental measurements favor the TIP5P EOS is unaf-
fected.

Another, more direct, way to approach the SL and to dis-
tinguish between the two EOSs proposed, is to study cavita-
tion in the stretched liquid. Because the liquid-gas transition
is first order, any liquid can be brought to negative pressures,
into a metastable state separated from the stable gas phase by
an energy barrierEb. This barrier vanishes on the SL, where
the liquid state becomes unstable. Yet the spinodal pressure
cannot be reached because thermal fluctuations will allow a
gas bubble to nucleate before, overcoming a finiteEb at the
cavitation pressurePcav. For a liquid free of impurities, cavi-
tation is called homogeneous, and the correspondingEb can
be estimated askBT lnsG0Vt / ln 2d, whereV and t are the
characteristic volume and time of the experiment.G0 is
evaluated as the product of the number density of indepen-
dent nucleation sites, 1/s4pRc

3/3d sRc is the radius of the
critical nucleus for nucleation, for whichEb is reached, typi-
cally 1 nm in our calculationsd by a thermal attempt fre-
quency kBT/h. Note thatEb depends only weakly on the
choice of G0Vt. The pressure dependence ofEb may be
found using the so called thin wall approximationsTWAd
f15g, which consists in treating the growing nucleus as a
spherical bubble of radiusR, filled with vapor at the satu-
rated vapor pressurePsat, and separated from the liquid by
abrupt walls. Its energy is thus divided into a volume and a
surface term

EsPd = 4pR2s + 4
3pR3sP − Psatd s7d

and results in a barrierEb=16ps3/ f3sP−Psatd2g at Rc

=2s / sPsat−Pd. This simple theory does not predict a vanish-
ing barrier at a finite negative pressure, although this must
occur on the SL. The reason is that the assumption of a sharp
wall fails whenRc becomes of the order ofl10–90. To solve
this problem, we resort to VdW theory of nucleationf16g.
Let us consider a given negative pressure, corresponding to a
metastable homogeneous liquid at densityrl. The excess
grand potentialDV of an inhomogeneous density distribu-
tion rsr d is written with Eq.s2d. Among the profiles connect-
ing asymptotically torl, one makesDV stationary: this value
of DV definesEb. The corresponding critical profile is found
by solving the associated Euler-Lagrange equation

2lDr =
]f

]r
. s8d

This was done using both EOSs, to findPcavsTd; we used
typical experimental parameters:V=s10 mmd3 and t=1 s
f5g. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Again, the two EOSs
predict qualitatively different behaviors: when Speedy EOS
is used,PcavsTd exhibits a shallow minimum around 285 K,
whereasPcavsTd deduced from TIP5P is monotonic. These
features hold for both extrapolations mentioned above:Pcav
is less negative when the second extrapolation is used, but
the difference is smaller than forl10–90. The discrepancy be-
tween TWA and VdW theory appears also clearly: the TWA
always overestimates the cavitation pressure.

We have included in Fig. 3 one data point from Zhenget
al. f5g. They used a Berthelot tube technique. Quartz inclu-
sions were filled with liquid water through cracks in the
quartz crystal; these cracks were then healed at high tem-
perature; during cooling, the low-density water sample fol-

FIG. 2. 10%–90% thickness of the liquid-vapor interface of wa-
ter vs temperature. The thin solidsresp. dashedd line was calculated
using Speedy EOS, and the thick solidsresp. dashedd line using
TIP5P EOS with our firstsresp. secondd extrapolation forfsrd ssee
Table IVd. The thick dash-dotted line represents the ellipsometry
measurements from Kinositaet al. ssee Ref.f11gd, and the hatched
area indicates the scatter of the data. The crossesswith error barsd
show the values derived from several x-ray scattering experiments
ssee Ref.f13gd.

FIG. 3. Cavitation pressure vs temperature. The dotted line
shows the prediction of the TWA. The thin solidsresp. dashedd line
was calculated using Speedy EOS, and the thick solidsresp. dashedd
line using TIP5P EOS with our firstsresp. secondd extrapolation for
fsrd ssee Table IVd. The filled diamond is the largest tension at
which cavitation was observed in a quartz inclusionssee Ref.f5gd;
Pcav is calculated assuming that the volume of the inclusion remains
constant; the arrow indicates the correction due to the matrix com-
pliance effect.
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lowed a nearly isochoric path, and eventually a bubble nucle-
ated. Zhenget al. reported a maximum tension at room
temperature, corresponding to the datum in Fig. 3. They were
able to cool down further other inclusions, without observing
cavitation. They concluded that the isochore was retracing to
less negative pressure, and interpreted this as the evidence
that the LDM extends down to the SL, which supports
Speedy’s model.

It is tempting to check this by comparing directly the
experimentalPcav to our predictions. Unfortunately, the pres-
sure is difficult to calibrate in such experiments: the experi-
mentally measured quantity is the cavitation temperature,
and Pcav is deduced by the use of yet another EOS and an
assumption about the volume of the inclusion. To distinguish
between the two predictions, it would be useful to obtain the
temperature dependence ofPcav. As this seems difficult to do
at lower temperature with inclusions, we plan to use an
acoustic technique that gave evidence for a minimum in
PssTd in liquid helium 3, which also exhibits a LDMf17g.

We should mention that a third interpretation for water
anomalies exists: the singularity free scenariof2g. It explains
the increases of response functions upon supercooling as
thermodynamical consequences of the existence of density
anomalies. This was illustrated by two theoretical models
f18g. We did not consider the corresponding EOSs here, but
as they both predict a monotonicPssTd, we expect calcula-
tions of l10–90sTd and PcavsTd to give results qualitatively
similar to TIP5P.

Competing pictures exist for the phase diagram of water.
They differ in several ways, one of which is the shape of the
liquid-gas SL. We have shown that this issue could be
checked experimentally. The measured temperature depen-
dence of the thickness of the free surface of water seems to
support a monotonicPssTd. More x rays and ellipsometry
measurements as a function of temperature are needed to
confirm this finding. However, the interfacial profile spans
all densities between the stable liquid and gas phases; a more
direct test of the spinodal shape could be obtained by mea-
suring the temperature dependence of homogeneous cavita-
tion at low temperature, when metastable liquid densities
close to the spinodal are reached.

TABLE I. Parameters of Eq.s1d for Speedy EOS.

T sKd −Ps sMPad rs skg m−3d B RMSDsPd sMPad

270a 171.9 823.13 21.7057 0.044

280 185.7 817.78 20.1659 0.031

290 199.5 812.70 19.0743 0.023

300 206.5 810.23 18.9109 0.019

310 207.9 809.44 19.3667 0.015

320 205.2 809.53 20.2512 0.013

330 199.6 809.84 21.4308 0.011

340 192.1 809.95 22.8113 0.010

350 183.5 809.61 24.3364 0.009

aAlthough this temperature lies slightly out of the range of the data
from Ref. f6g, we used their EOS which extrapolates smoothly into
this region.

TABLE II. Parameters of Eq.s1d for TIP5P EOS.

T sKd −Ps sMPad rs skg m−3d B RMSDsPd sMPad

270 309.4 701.91 5.45980 8.6

280 236.1 769.46 10.8780 6.8

290 198.4 803.27 16.4810 5.4

300 168.5 822.70 22.5113 4.9

310 145.4 834.39 28.8860 4.9

320 134.2 835.43 32.2850 4.6

330 113.7 840.50 40.2859 5.0

340 97.12 841.42 48.4521 3.4

350 76.50 847.30 65.8575 4.8

TABLE III. Density functional parameters.

T sKd 270a 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350

Psat sPad Exp. 484.7 991.8 1919.9 3537 6231.2 10546 17214 27190 41680

rv skg m−3d Exp. 0.003892 0.0768 0.01436 0.02559 0.04366 0.0717 0.1136 0.1744 0.2603

S2 0.003911 0.00771 0.01440 0.02565 0.04377 0.0719 0.1139 0.1750 0.2615

T2 0.003891 0.00768 0.01440 0.02577 0.04423 0.0729 0.1168 0.1815 0.2770

r1 skg m−3d Exp. 999.48 999.86 998.75 996.51 993.34 989.38 984.74 979.50 973.70

S1-S2 999.81 999.89 998.79 996.54 993.37 989.42 984.79 979.55 973.75

T1-T2 1002.31 1002.76 1001.14 996.10 989.64 982.47 972.93 962.32 951.74

rs8 skg m−1d S2 0.3593 0.8256 1.738 2.9664 4.355 5.783 7.201 8.608 10.02

T2 10.86 2.871 1.423 1.8618 1.435 1.763 1.817 1.999 2.026

s smN m−1d Exp. 76.1 74.7 73.2 71.7 70.1 68.5 66.8 65.0 63.2

l s10−17 m7 kg−1 s−2d S1 5.69 5.05 4.51 4.20 4.02 3.93 3.89 3.89 3.91

S2 3.63 3.23 2.90 2.70 2.59 2.53 2.50 2.50 2.51

T1 2.88 3.81 4.48 5.20 5.91 6.23 7.21 8.25 10.2

T2 2.00 2.52 2.90 3.31 3.73 3.91 4.49 5.10 6.27

aAlthough this temperature lies slightly out of the range of experimental data, we used the formulas of Ref.f10g which extrapolate smoothly
into this region.
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF PARAMETERS

We list here the values of all parameters used in our cal-
culations. Let us first give the parameters appearing in Eq.
s1d for the two EOSs considered.sid The Speedy EOSsTable
Id: following Speedyf1g, we have fitted at each temperature
11 experimental values ofPsrd f6g at 10 MPa intervals in the
range 0–100 MPa; the root mean square deviation in the
pressurefRMSDsPdg is comparable to the experimental un-
certainty. sii d The TIP5P EOSsTable IId: we used at each
temperature seven densities equally spaced between 900 and
1200 kg m−3 sthe corresponding pressure ranges vary from

−180–550 MPa at 270 K to −60–800 MPa at 350 Kd;
RMSDsPd is larger than for Speedy EOS, but still smaller
than the numerical uncertainty in the TIP5P calculationssee
the inset in Fig. 1 of Ref.f7gd.

Table III lists other parameters that appear in the func-
tional sPsat, rv, rs, rs8, s, and ld. In the labels, the letter S
srespectively, Td stands for Speedysrespectively, TIP5Pd
EOS, the number 1srespectively, 2d for the first srespec-
tively, secondd kind of extrapolation of the Helmoltz free
energy in the unstable region. As the functional parameters
are chosen to reproducePsat ands sand alsorv for the first
kind of extrapolationd, we give only the experimental values
of these quantities; for the others, we compare the experi-
mental values to the functional parameters.

Finally, we give in Table IV the results obtained with the
different EOSs and extrapolations for the interfacial thick-
nessl10−90 and for the cavitation pressurePcav, as plotted in
Figs. 2 and 3.
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